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After King Conch (1) cuts the mile, Mickey McNichol moves Alf Palema (1A) up on the inside to win the 1992 Hambletonian at The Meadowlands.
ALF PALEMA WINS 67TH HAMBLETONIAN IN AN UPSET
This year's $1,382,000. Hambletonian was 
the richest with the largest field ever. It was 
viewed as a wide open race, and as luck would 
have it, it turned out that way!
The fact that Per Eriksson made it to the 
winner's circle for the Hambletonian, came as 
no surprise. The surprise was that it was Alf 
Palema who joined him there, instead of his 
favored stablemate, King Conch.This is the 
third time in four years that the thirty one year 
old Swede has had a Hambletonian winner. In 
1989 it was Prakas who captured the crown,
and last year it was Giant Victory greeting him 
in the winners circle at the Meadowlands.
King Conch, one of the pre-season favor­
ites, led almost every step of the way in the 
final, beating back a stretch challenge by 
Armbro Keepsake, the only filly in the Stakes. 
However, the son of Speedy Crown could not 
hold off Alf Palema, who got lucky while 
staying on the rail, when Jan Noidin moved to 
the outside with Valley Boss Bi.Talented 
teamster, Mickey McNichol, within a length 
of the lead, closed to win at the wire when
King Conch tired and drifted out, much to the 
dismay of teamster, John Patterson Jr. who 
also finished a close second in last year's 
Hambletonian with M.B.Felty.
After leaving out of the two hole, King 
Conch cut quarters of 27.4 - 57.2 -1:28.1, but 
it was the colt, Alf Palema who stole the show 
in the 1:56.3 major upset.This three year old 
son of Speedy Somolli, who was coupled in 
the betting with King Conch, returned $8.40, 
$8.40, and $6.40 and earned $552,000. for his 
owners Ericksson and Karl-Erik Bender, a
Swedish native who operates a roofing busi­
ness in Orlando. Hershel Walker, driven by 
Bemdt Lindstedt, closed to finish third when 
Armbro Keepsake fell back to fourth, with 
Baltic Sonata getting fifth money.
Earlier on the card, the $336,000. Hamble­
tonian Oaks, for three year old fillies, was 
decided in a photo with Worldly Woman 
getting up in the final strides to nip Almost An 
Angel at the wire.
There were over 22,000 in attendance for 
this most prestigious Hambletonian event.
IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
Aug. 1 • 1992 Hambletonian At The Meadowlands Aug,
Aug. 4 - Maine Breeders Stakes (Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.) All Div. - Showhegan Aug,
Aug. 7 - $2,000. Showplace Pacing Series (1st leg) Scarborough Downs Aug,
Aug. 8 - Adopt A Horse/ SPHO Show - Palermo, Me. Aug,
Aug. 8 - $500,000. International Trot - Yonkers Raceway Aug,
Aug. 9 - $4,000. Scarborough Trot Final - Scarborough Downs Aug,
Aug. 10 - Maine Breeders Stakes (Mon. & Tues.) 2 yr olds only - Topsham Fair Aug,
Aug. 10 - Grand Circuit at the Meadows Aug,
Aug. 11 - "Racing to Register" Scarborough Downs - Voter registration Aug,
Aug. 13 - Maine Breeders Stakes (Thurs. & Fri.) 3 yr olds only - North. Me. Fair Aug,
Aug. 14 - Freehold opener - Aug.
Aug. 14 - $2,000. Showplace Pacing Series (2nd leg) Scarborough Downs Aug,
14 - $l,000,0d0. Woodrow Wilson Final - 2 yr old pacing colts
15 - $125,000. U.S. Pacing Chanipionship- Yonkers Raceway 
15 - Entries close for Harrisburg Sale
15 - Nominations dose for Arthur McGee Memorial & Tri-Fair Classics
16 - SPHO Show - Long Horn Equestrian Center - Scarborough
19 - Maine Breeders Stakes (Wed. Fri. Sat. Sun.) All divisions - Scarboro 
21 - $2,000. Showplace Pacing Series (3rd leg) Scarborough Downs 
23 - Garden State Mixed Sale at the Meadowlands
26 - Maine Breeders Stakes (Wed. & Fri.) 2 yr olds only - Scarborough
27 - Maine Breeders Stakes (Thurs. & Fri.) 3 yr olds only - Union Fair
28 - $5,000. Showplace Pacing Series Final - Scarborough Downs 
30 - Windsor Fair opener
Owners, Be Sure To Check List Of Eligible Mass. Sires In This Issue!
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Prince Jamie (#2) teamed by Fred Spencer defeats Genius (#5) and Buddy Reed in a 
photo on August 15,1964 at Bay State Raceway, Foxboro, Mass.
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year by Jean B. Emerson at R.R. 4, Alfred Rd., Biddeford, Me. 04005. Second 
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address changes to: Northeast Harness News, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine, 
04072.
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Subscribe Today... $15.00 per year
For those interested in the Standardbred sport who enjoy updated | 
information, this is your opportunity to tune in on all harness happenings j 
in the Northeastern sector. Ten informative issues per year!
Keep abreast of the racing community news for a reasonable fee. | 
Renewals and initial subscriptions will be welcomed immediately.
Letters To The Editor
Dear Mrs. Emerson,
I read with great interest your story of 
"Genius" at Foxboro, as I was racing there at 
that time in 1964. It was a good story, but un­
fortunately there were some errors. I was 
involved, so I can tell you what happened 
First, there was no Mass Trotting Derby 
that year. When Mr. Higgins bought Genius 
from Buddy Reed, he had won four straight, 
the last one at Foxboro, of which you show the 
picture on July 27, 1964. The next time he 
raced was on August 15,1964 in an overnight 
event in which he finished 2nd to Prince Jamie 
who I owned and drove. I have the photo finish 
picture and it shows Buddy Reed driving. All
this you can look up in the 1964 record book.
Buddy Reed's accident was later that year, 
and oddly enough I had a pacer in that race 
also.The accident happened in the upper turn, 
first time over. Six horses went down and only 
two finished. The race was declared "no con­
test" and each horse got $100. Six drivers 
were taken to first aid. I believe Buddy Reed 
was hurt the most.
I am sorry to have to tell you this, but I 
thought you would want to know.
Best wishes,
Fred Spencer 
DeLeon Springs,FI.
Mystery Photo Identified
Dear Jean,
Just a note to'follow up our phone the horse virus. Terrible!
conversation.The picture was of Charlie Fitz­
patrick at Little River Farm, N.C. beside the 
former Judges Stand that was moved there 
from Roosevelt Raceway.
Our papers here have a lot of concern about
Your paper is super! We enjoy it.
Sincerely
Charlotte O'Marrow 
Bridgeville, Del.
(Editor's Note: She was first to call!)
Obituaries
EARL L. MCLAUGHLIN
Earl L. McLaughlin, 60, passed away July 8th, after open-heart surgery. McLaughlin was 
bom in Gardiner, Maine, and attended Gardiner schools. He was self-employed, working as 
a car dealer eariy in his career, and later as a local building contractor.More recently he was 
a modular home dealer and developer.He was formerly a member of the Gardiner Elks Lodge.
McLaughlin also owned and raced harness horses for the past twenty five years. His stock 
was well known on the circuit, racing in New England, Florida and New Yoric. Horses 
included, Alvoc, Decorated Hero, Hardy Dream among others..
He is survived by his wife, Patricia; daughters, Kelly, Sharon, Carole and son, Lee.
RICHARD M. WATSON
Richard M. Watson, 68, of Limerick, died July 21 st in a Portland hospital after developing 
lung cancer. He attended the Limerick schools and later served in the Marine Corp in the 
Pacific. After retiring from Seward Construction in Kittery, Me., he was in the antique 
business. He was also active in the Limerick Historical Society, the United Church of Christ, 
the Province Lake Golf Club, Highland Masonic Lodge, the Shrine and the local Rescue Unit.
For a number of years, Watson owned and raced harness horses, his favorite was the mare, 
Filly Fine Time, a trotter.
He is survived by his wife, Eleanor; a daughter, Eleanor; brothers, Kenneth and James; 
sisters, Helen, Barbara and Christine.
GARY A. PONZIANI
Gary A. Ponziani, 36, of Topsham, died unexpectedly July 23rd at Mid-Coast Memorial 
Hospital. Bom in Brunswick, Ponziani graduated from Mt Ararat High School and attended 
the University of Maine in Presque Isle.He worked several years for an offshore oil drilling 
company in Lousiana.He was an avid collector of baseball cards and coins, and was well- 
known for his volunteerism in various organizations. He was also a baseball coach for the 
American Legion Topsham Post..
Ponziani was a member of the United States T rotting Association, and owned and operated 
a stable of harness race horses at Scarborough Downs, which included Most Lucky Byrd ai 
Princess Janine. The Stakes colt, T.C.Motive was also in his stable.
Gary will be greatly missed by his friends and associates at Scarborough Downs. Surviving 
are his wife, Mary; a daughter, Shelley; two brothers, Raymond and David.
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WAYNE D. CLARY
Wayne D."Gus" Clary, 58, died July 29th at a Gardiner hospital, after a long illness. He 
was bom in Jefferson, Maine and attended Erskine Academy where he excelled in basketball 
and baseball, graduating in 1952.
For many years he trained and drove harness race horses for Wyman & Simpson 
Construction Co. and Dick Condon. He also coached Babe Ruth and American Legion 
baseball in Augusta and officiated at football and baseball games.
Surviving are his wife, Holly; his mother, Susan; three sons, Wayne Jr., Howard and Les, 
two daughters, Karen and Uewella; two brothers, Everett and Sherman; and four sisters, Joan, 
Jane, Linda and Sharon. Burial will be in Windsor, Me.
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T H FL L J ©UEUHS FAEM
Extends "THANKS!” To The Following For Their Support Of The 
Classically-Bred Son Of The Trotting Stallion, SUPER BOWL....
, MOVING FORWARD
Twilight N (Speedy Crown) John Nason Resist (Defiant Yankee) Bill Loubier
Keystone Seine (Florida Pro) Bob Johnson Bangor Express (Copter Lobell) John Lohnes 
Sprite's Dream (Sprite Scot) Bill Thoms Naida's Angel (Roman Key) Candy Jones
Be Joyous (Eric B.) Bob Berry Princess Of Pride (Pride Hanover) Sue Hilton
Wee Bonnie Lass (Silver Glen Steve) Becky Davis Evanescent (Burgomeister) Jim Brown 
Determined Squirt (Tempered Yankee) Walter Wilson Glinka Marvel (Altair) Bill Thoms 
Taxette (Songcan) Lynn Marie Smith Maudene N (Speedy Crown) Lynn Marie Smith
Carrie's Bambino (TNT's Bambino) Candy Jones
Foals Eligible to The Maine Breeders Stakes, The New England Sulky Championships and the Prestigious Breeders Crown!
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.ynn Marie Smith and MOVING FORWARD, a $425,000. yearling, who is a full BARNEY BLUE CHIP congratulates NJ.'S GOLDEN GIRL p J , 2:00.1h (two 
brother to the millionare trotter and Breeders Crown winner, EXPRESS RIDE. stakes wins, shown here 7/12/92) and THROG p.3,2:02,3h ((me stakes win).
And To Those Breeding Mares To The Son of MOST HAPPY FELLA
BARNEY BLUE CHIP
Hairbrain Scheme (B.G.'s Bunny) Dick Hartley Juicy Gossip (No Nukes) Leonard Pierce 
Glamour's Dolly (Von Baron) Leonard Pierce Baroness Jan (Baron Hanover) Lee Wormell 
Madonna Blue Chip (Overcall) Lynn Marie Smith • Vicki H. (Adios Vic) Mike Gagnon
Foals Eligible To Maine Breeders Stakes and N.E.S.C.
Visitors Are Always Welcome At 
THE DUPUIS FARM
Conveniently Located Two Miles North of Exit 5, Me. Turnpike
Tel. 207-284-4726
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Highlights Of 1992 Bangor Season
Bangor Raceway wrapped up its 1992 
regular season on Sunday, July 26th, followed 
by three days of racing during the Bangor 
State Fair. During the course of the meet, six 
Late-Closing Series were conducted.
The final events for each late-closer were 
at a distance of 1 1/4 miles. Series Final 
winners included: DIABLO in the"Boys Of 
Summer Pacing Series". The five year old 
Nero stallion covered the distance in 2:31.2 
for regular driver Marc Mosher. Trained by 
Lee Blodgett, he won two preliminary legs, 
one on May 22nd in 2:01.1 and another May 
29th in 2:02.2.
On Sunday, June 7th, the "Girls Of Sum­
mer Pacing Series" was captured by LL 
ANWEN in 2:36.2. The four year old Easy 
Come Easy Go mare came from off the pace 
to win by a slim nose at the finish over pace­
setter Belle of Hadley. Also scheduled that 
day was the "Paul Bunyan Trotting Series". 
WHEN TO WIN took this winner’s share of 
the purse in the identical time of 2:36.2 for the 
mile and a quarter.
Throckmorton Farm’s MOST HAPPY 
CHEF served up a whopping performance to 
take top honors in the "Stars Of Tomorrow 
Pacing Series Final". The French Chef five 
year old covered the distance in 2:31.4 for 
catch driver, Walter LaFreniere, Jr.
The first full week of the 1992 edition of 
the Maine Standardbred Breeders Stakes got 
underway on July 15th.
Some outstanding performances estab­
lished early stakes marks and divisional lead­
ers. Two trotting divisions for three year olds 
went postward as early non-betting events. 
QUESTIONABLE proved she is the one to be 
reckoned with in this group, as the Witsend's 
Tribute filly trotted for a win in 2:05.1. In the 
second division, KELVIN'S FIRST BABE, 
won easily in 2:05.2.
The three year old pacing fillies went post- 
ward in two divisions on July 17th. The first 
saw NTs GOLDEN GIRL victorious by one 
length in 2:02.1. ORONO, driven by Derrick 
Nye, won the second division in 2:04.4 in the 
$3,376. contest.
Three divisions of the three year old colts 
and geldings were featured on the racing 
program the following night. In the first divi­
sion, PERCY DAY and Don Richards scored 
a 2:02.3 win. The My Bill Forwood colt, OUT 
FOR BLOOD added to last year's impressive
BY RICK KANE
record by taking top honors in the second 
division with his quick 2:00.3 mile. The third 
division went to JIM’S TRUSTY GUY, who 
shipped in with an eye-opening 1:57.3 mark in 
his last start at The Meadows. Driven by 
Kevin Switzer, he recorded the first sub-two 
minute Stakes mile of the meet in 1:59.4.
The next week, on Wednesday, July 22nd, 
the two year old pacers took center stage. 
Winners in the three $2,941 colt divisions 
were JONATHAN in 2:03.1, RACE ME G 
HOSS AFATin2:08.3 and JOONYA in 2:02.1. 
The two year old fillies were raced in two 
divisions. The first going for apurse of $3,053. 
was won by I'M CONVINCED and Don 
Richards in 2:07. Randy Bickmore guided 
GAELIC GINGER to a one and a half length 
victory in the second division with the $3,179. 
event timed in 2:05.2.
The following Friday, July 24th, both two 
and three year old trotters were scheduled on 
the racing program. In the non-betting events 
for freshmen trotters, divisional winners were 
BAMBI’S BLAST in 2:11.4 and TINA'S 
SURPRISE in 2:07.1. In the two divisions of 
trotting three year olds, QUESTIONABLE 
won in 2:03.3 and KELVIN’S FIRST BABE, 
despite making a break, trotted to a win in 
2:05.3.
Saturday, July 25th, could have been carded 
as "girls night out" as the three year old pacing 
fillies took to the track in their second leg of 
the Stakes. LAKE VALLEY MISS went wire 
to wire in 2:05 in her $2,993 contest. NJ'S 
GOLDEN GIRL was another wire to wire 
winner in 2:00.1. In the last division, Dominic 
Watson’s, FOOTLOOSENFANCYFREE also 
paced in 2:00.1, taking the lion’s share of the 
$2,994. purse.
The last day of the regular season featured 
the sophomore colts. OLD DOC HEATH 
provided a mild upset in the first division, 
after Jim's Trusty Guy made a break. Locally 
stabled, THROG, captured the second divi­
sion in wire to wire fashion in 2:02.3. The 
eight hole didn't hinder the performance of 
OUT FOR BLOOD as he paced to a 2:01.2 
win for Marc Mosher. Also featured on the 
closing day program was the $4,600. Memo­
ries of Racing Series Final, aptly named "The 
Battle Of Bangor". Greg Bowden made a 
worthwhile return to his hometown for this, as 
he steered GARY MC CONNELL to a 2:29.4 
victorv to capture the crown.
A race secretary's dream - In a Winners Over $5,000. class, photo reveals just one 
length between first five horses. The winner, SIAMESE KING #3, second, SALES 
RING #6, dead-heat for third, WITSEND’S SPORT #4 & CASINO BRAT #7, with 
TARA'S RED MORNING #5 finishing fifth at Bangor Raceway for a mile in 2:01. 
On July 4th Bangor held a "Race Under Saddle" with five participants. At the top 
of the stretch it's Kevin Merrill on PERCY'S FAITH pulling ahead of Joey Mosher 
and MARIE'S SABLE. Valerie Grondin with SHILOH LOBELL was third.
Liakopoulos, trained by R. Bartlett, wins 2yr old trot in 2:11 for Marc Mosher.
Harness Racing At Maine Fairs
TOPSHAM FAIR - August 9 thru 15 
NORTH. MAINE FAIR - Aug.ll thru 15 
SKOWHEGAN FAIR - Aug. 16 thru 22 
UNION FAIR - Aug. 23 thru 29 
WINDSOR FAIR - Aug. 30,31 - Sept.l thru 7 
BLUE HILL - Sept. 5 and 7 
FARMINGTON FAIR - Sept. 12,13,19,20,22 thru 26 
CUMBERLAND FAIR - Sept. 27 thru 30 - Oct.1,2,3 
FRYEBURG FAIR - Oct. 6 thru 11 
----- For Information Call: —
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CEAED MULE EAMLTE EAEM
Introduces The 1992 Yearlings To Be Sold at....
The MSBOA Sale - Cumberland Fairgrounds - August 29th
Colts: FULLY RENTED (Cavenish p. 1:54.3 - Sue's Scooter by Direct Scooter p. 1:54) Supplementary List 
A bay colt, first foal from an unraced Direct Scooter mare, who was a half sister to K.O.'s First p.l:56.3.
GAELIC BILLY (My Bill Forwood p.l:56.1 - Birgitta Lobell - Oil Burnerp.l:54.2) Hip #21 
A bay colt, second foal of young unraced Oil Burner mare. Family of Winsong Krystle p.l:55.4.
GAELIC RASCEL (TNT's Bambino 2:01.2 - Regal Carrie 2:09.3h - Brilliant Yankee 2:02h) Hip # 14 
A bay colt whose dam has produced Cobbossee, Stakes placed '92 and Gaelic Raphael now 2 and racing.
Fillies: KAY M. (Cavenish p.154,3 - No No Shira by No Nukes p.l:52.1) Supplementary List.
Bay filly, First foal whose dam was race-timed in 1:57 as a two year old, before being cast in a stall and injured. 
GAELIC LAVENISH ( Cavenish 1:54.2 - Lovely's Miss by Big Towner) Hip #4
Black filly, half sister to Gaelic Lover p.l:57.4, Lorryland Legend p.2:01.2 h.Has exceptional size and conformation.
Also Offering Three Outstanding Fillies By...
MY BILL FORWOOD
To Be Sold Privately!
All Have Excellent Conformation And Size And Are By 
Maine’s Leading Stakes Sire In 1991.
MY BILL M.B.
(My Bill Forwood p.l:56.2 - Meadow Shining p.1:59.1 by Tarport Effrat)
This filly is the first My Bill Forwood foal from this 2:00 mare. She is a half sister 
to Lorryland Star pl2:00.1, B.T.'s Bonehead p.2, 2:00.4h '92, Gaelic Merrymorn p.2:02.4h. 
2nd Dam: Shining Chris by Chris Time, with 6 in 2:00, including Shawnee Almahurst p.3, 
1:53.4 $214,000. - Meadow Christine p. 1:58 $57,854. - Stacy Almahurst p.2,T.l:55.2 
$133,000. - Sage Almahurst p. l:55.4f. etc.
MY BILL CHERYL
(My Bill Forwood p.l:56.2 - Classy Schatzie by Flying Bret)
This filly is a full sister to the outstanding three year old Stakes filly, My Bill Heather. 
This is an impressive individual, who is probably already larger than her sister. Take a 
close look at this filly, she could be the best buy of the season.
GAELIC NAPPY
(My Bill Forwood p.l:56.2 - Napoleon’s Queen by Fulla Napoleon)
This is the same cross that produced My Bill Troy, a Fulla Napoleon mare on My Bill. 
Couple thiswith the fact that this is the first time Napoleon's Queen was bred to Bill and 
that this is her first fill. She is the dam of four other foals, that all raced at two, including: 
P.B.'s Nickki p.3,1:54.4h, winner of the 3yr.old colt final in '89. This could be the best in '93!
Come Take A Look, We’d Be Happy To Show These Yearlings!
For Information Contact: Marilyn or Paul Branagan RFD#2, Box 850, Greene, Me. Q4236 Tel. 207-946-5628
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ARTHUR B. McGEE MEMORIAL
PACE
$3,500 ADDED 
NOMINATING FEE $60.
(Est. PURSE $4,500) 
NO STARTING FEE
NOMINATIONS CLOSE AND ELIGIBILITY DETERMINED AS OF AUGUST 15, 1992
1. Pace for horses that in their last five starts have raced for a purse of at least $1,000 and 
not more than $1,800.
2 . Race will be contested on Sunday, September 6,1992 at Windsor Fair and will be limited 
to eight separate betting interests. If more than eight horses are nominated, the finalists 
will be determined as a result of elimination races which will be contested on Sunday, 
August 30,1992 at Windsor Fair. Each elimination event will race for a purse of $2,750.
3 . ELIMINATION PLAN. . .
If two elimination races are held, the first four finishers in each race will qualify for the 
final event (provided that they are eight separate betting interests). If a stable entry exists 
the horse finishing fifth in the fastest elimination race will be the eighth finalist.
If three elimination races are needed, the first two finishers in each race will qualify as 
starters. Two of the horses finishing third will qualify. The horse finishing third in the 
slowest elimination heat will qualify as the first also eligible. (Separate betting interest 
rule will prevail).
If there are four elimination races, the first two finishers in each will qualify. (Separate 
betting interest rule will prevail.)
Make Checks payable to Windsor Fair and mail to Clayt Smith, RFD #2, Box 338, Cumberland, 
Maine 04021
THE TRI-FAIR CLASSICS
FOR 1992
TO BE CONTESTED AT
FARMINGTON CUMBERLAND FRYEBURG
EVENT #1 
THE FRYEBURG
PACE THREE & FOUR YEAR OLDS
SUNDAY SEPT. 20 AT FARMINGTON
SUNDAY SEPT. 27 AT CUMBERLAND
TUESDAY OCT. 6 AT FRYEBURG (FINAL)
FINAL $5,500 EST.
NOMINATING FEE $100
$2,500
$2,500
$4,000 ADDED
NO STARTING FEE
TUESDAY
TUESDAY
TUESDAY
SEPT. 22 
SEPT. 29 
OCT. 6
EVENT#2
THE CUMBERLAND
PACE NON WINNERS $3,000 IN 1992 
(10 Starts Required in 1992)
AT FARMINGTON 
AT CUMBERLAND 
AT FRYEBURG (FINAL)
FINAL $3,500 EST.
$1,700
$1,700
$2,500 ADDED
NOMINATING FEE $50 NO STARTING FEE
EVENT #3 
THE FARMINGTON
PACE FILLIES & MARES NON-WINNERS $3,750 IN 1992 
(10 STARTS REQUIRED IN 1992)
TUESDAY SEPT. 22
WEDNESDAY SEPT. 30
WEDNESDAY OCT. 7
NOMINATING FEE $50
AT FARMINGTON 
AT CUMBERLAND 
AT FRYEBURG (FINAL) 
FINAL $3,500 EST.
$1,700
$1,700
$2,500 ADDED 
NO STARTING FEE
ENTRIES CLOSE AND ELIGIBILITY DETERMINED ON AUGUST 15,1992. MAKE CHECKS 
PAYABLE TO FRYEBURG FAIR AND MAIL TO CLAYTON SMITH, CLASSICS DIRECTOR 
R.FJ0.#2 BOX 338, CUMBERLAND, MAINE 04021.
The Maine Harness Race Commission (1 to r) Henry Jackson, Stakes advisor - John 
Cox, Jerry Lamarre, Phil Tarr - Exec.Sec., Eric Bryant - Asst. Attorney General, 
Diane Perkins, and Dirk Duncan at the Bangor meeting on July 7,1992.
Maine Racing News
BY JEAN EMERSON
Maine has been a hot-bed of controversy borough Downs. Their decision was based on 
this summer, with the Maine Harness Racing the recognition of a constantly eroding horse 
Commission, the Maine Harness Horsemen's supply, plus they felt obligated to protect the 
Association and Scarborough Downs going Maine fairs that would be negatively affected 
head to head on various occasions. by this increase in dates that were being fe-
At the present time, Scarborough Downs is quested. The next M.H.R.C. meeting will be 
struggling to get the O.T.B. parlor underway held in Augusta on August 19th, and members 
at John Martin's Manor Restaurant in Water- have been requested to reconsider their deci- 
ville. This is being hampered by the date sion. This should be an interesting meeting! 
controversy. In order for a smooth transition The Maine Harness Horsemen's Associa- 
of simulcasting to take place, Joe Ricci, owner tion appears to be caught in the middle of a 
of Scarborough Downs, feels that it is impera- boiling cauldron, once again. A Director's 
tive to race Sept. 16th thru Oct. 11th in order meeting is being planned in the near future, to 
to maintain continuity .He also feels that this determine is there is a need for a general 
would help to keep horses in Maine when meeting by the total membership, to take 
Foxboro Park opens on Sept. 18th. place before the Commission meeting. The
At their recent meeting in Bangor, the plot thickens!
Maine Harness Racing Commission ada- No wonder everyone goes to the Rochester
mantly refused these additional dates for Scar- Fair to have fun.
Ken Ward, Bangor sportswriter, and Peter Martin, owner of the first approved off­
track betting facility, John Martin's Manor Restaurant in Waterville at the meeting.
My name is Ernest Lowell, I’m as "honest" as can be, 
I shoe horses with I - N - T - E - G - R - I - T - Y .....
Call me anytime, at 207 - 282 - 1313.
tHarness Horse Youth At Bangor
BY KEN WARD
More than thirty Maine youngsters attended Rick Kane explain how he classified horses in 
the Fourth Annual Maine Harness Horse Youth order to put together a competitive race. Har- 
Foundation Day held Sunday, July 12, at ness drivers racing at Bangor Raceway took 
Bangor Raceway .The Youth Camp was at- time from their daily ritual of jogging horses 
tended by members of Girl Scout Troop #331 to let the youngsters sit in a sulky "and get the 
of Glenbum and members of Bom To Ride, a feel of a race". Drivers also answered a myriad 
4-H riding club from Robinston in Washing- of questions about driving and racing a Stan­
ton County. dardbred horse competitively around Maine's
The B angor youth program is the first of its half-mile tracks, 
kind in the state of Maine and is sanctioned by "While the promotion of harness racing to
the Harness Youth Foundation, a charitable, influence the general public is integral to 
tax-exempt, non-profit organization from bringing fans out to the nation's racetracks, the 
Carmel, Indiana. The goal of the program is to emphasis of the Youth Foundation is not » 
develop and teach young peopleabout harness merely exposing young people to harness J  
facing and career opportunities in the sport, racing, but also on educating today's youth ”  
The event is held annually at historic Bass about the sport," Bickmore, chairwoman for 8 
Park. the Youth Day said. "The goals of the Youth s
The HHYF averages fifteen youth shows Foundation, through its many various and , 
each year nationwide. The organization also expanding programs, is to bring new people 5  
offers scholarships each year for students into harness racing. This opportunity for young g  
entering horse-related programs, such as pre- people to work with horses is probably one of 
veterinary careers.The scholarship program, the most successful youth programs in Maine." 
however, is not limited to just the Standardbred After a lunch of every kid's favorite, pizza,
horse. It also encompasses other breeds. supplied by Papa Gambino's in Bangor and 
At Bangor, the special youth day was ice cream from Sure Winner Foods in Brewer, 
sponsored by the Maine Standardbred Breed- the two groups of youngsters were guests of 
ers and Owners Association,the Maine Har- Bangor Raceway with box seats in the grand­
ness Horsemen's Association, hosted by Ban- stand for the Sunday afternoon races. They 
gor Raceway and chaired by Kelly Bickmore. presented three blankets to winners of the first 
It provided an opportunity for Maine young- three races. The races were sponsored by the 
sters to get a look inside the Maine harness MaineBreeders Association, the Maine Har- 
racing industry. ness Horsemen's Association and the Maine
From 8:30 a.m. to noon, participants expe- Breeders Yearling Sale, 
rienced "hands on" training in harnessing, The special cooperation on the promotion 
jogging, bathing a racehorse. As part of their between the MSBOA, Bangor Raceway, the 
"behind the scenes"look at the world of har- MHHA and the outstanding effort by Kelly 
ness racing, the young people spent time at the Bickmore made the Fourth Annual Youth 
blacksmith’s shop watching Norm Murray Day a solid success, 
shoe a horse. They also heard Race Secretary, We are all looking forward to '93!
Bangor trainer, Randy Bickmore instructs the attentive students on 
harness, during the popular, Yoyt.h.I)ijv h^ld at Bangor Raceway. #
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Questionable Tops In Filly Trot
Without question it's Questionable. Things 
may change, but as of this moment, Willis and 
Dennis Whittemore's three year old trotter is 
the leader of the pack in the Maine Breeders 
Stakes.She has annexed three Stakes wins, 
with the fastest a mile in 2:03.3 at the Bass 
Park oval. With four wins out of six starts 
showing on her card, as of August 1st she 
appears to be the strongest contender in the 
trotting division.Last week she drew in with 
the speedy, Devious Lass, at Scarborough 
Downs and won drawing away in 2:04.3, last 
quarter in 30.4. However, she has yet to con­
tend with Kelvin’s First Babe, who has won in 
all three divisions, to date.
As a two year old, this filly couldn't get 
around the turns. When the vet diagnosed 
bone spurs in the knees, Whittemore stopped 
and turned her out.She had one win in 2:16.1 
and only $324. in earnings, not much to indi­
cate that she would be outstanding in 1992.
Questionable is by Witsend's Tribute and 
out of the mare, Question Advice, bred by 
Howard and Carole Hepburn of Massachu­
setts, her sire, the double gaited Stuart Song. 
The grand dam, Whisper Advice was a Square 
Deal mare. Somewhere lurking in this murky 
background, lies the genes that pop up every
BY JEAN EMERSON
few generations and rise to the top.
Willis claimed Question Advice at Scar­
borough Downs for $ 1,200. back in August of 
1981. He raced her for a number of years 
before he bred her in 1988. She was fourteen 
years old when, Questionable, her first foal 
was bom.She was bred once again to Wit- 
send’s Tribute, but did not get in foal.
Questionable was broke and jogged at home 
on the farm, but shipped to Gerry Kilgore's 
track in South Paris to train. She's a well- 
behaved, good natured filly, who has adjusted 
very well to the grandchildren who have be­
come her advent fans.
Willis Whittemore has been in harness 
racing"since the dog was a pup"as the saying 
goes. He has raced the fairs and the New 
England circuit for many years. In 1982 he 
had an aneurysm and was in the hospital for 
over a month. Mike Marston took over his 
stable, which was at New Gloucester at the 
time. After a six month recuperation period he 
was back in the business, and hasn't stopped 
since. His son, Dennis,who works for the gas 
company in Oxford, has been a part of the 
business from day one. This father and son 
team are enjoying the moment. Fillies like 
Questionable don't come along very often.
QUESTIONABLE (Witsend's Tribute - Question Advice) owned by D.& W. Whitte­
more wins a 3yr old Stakes trot in 2:05.1 for trainer/driver Willis Whittemore.
Kennebec Winsong Stable
183 Main St.
. Waterville, Maine 04901
Toby Nason, .Corresponding Agent 
Tel. 207-873-7512
"A Limited Partnership Open To Investors"
We Invest In Yearlings For Various Stakes, 
Offering The Pleasure Of Ownership...
At A Fraction Of The Cost!
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M.S.B.O.A. Report
On July 27th, the Maine Standardbred stallions with foals resulting to be eligible to 
Breeders and Owners held a dinner meeting the Maine Breeders Stakes, 
at the new Country Bumpkin restaurant on Stakes Coordinator, Henry Jackson, pre- 
the grounds at Cumberland Raceway. There sented projections concerning Stakes purse 
were sixty five people present. It was re- money. There was an overdraft of approxi- 
ported that there is $1,900. in the treasury, mately $34,000. that was utilized to enrich the 
Bert Femald informed the members that plans finals in 1991.It is also very difficult at this 
for the Breeders Saleat Cumberland on Au- time to estimate the monies available forpurses 
gust 29th had been completed. Sales catalogs this year, as it appears that there are more di- 
were presented to the group and plans were visions racing than in 1991. Jackson esti- 
made for distribution. mated about $250,000.in the purse account
The Stakes committee reported that there for 1992, if racing continues as expected, 
is $12,000. available forpromotion this year. Dana Childs asked the group to support 
Audrey Gerry will be the promotional agent. Scarborough Downs in their quest for addi- 
Breeders Stakes hats have arrived and will be tional dates during the fair season. He felt it 
distributed immediately to those racing Stakes was imperative in order to keep the track open 
horses this coming week. for the remainder of the season. A majority of
The issue of shipping stallion semen was the members present agreed to support this, 
brought up to the group, and after much With no additional business the meeting 
discussion it was voted (26 - 8) to allow inter was adjourned by President, Dick Hartley, at 
and intra shipping of semen from Maine ten o' clock.
0 I B 0 O 0 A
SHJMMEE SALE
Cumberland Fairgrounds 
Saturday, August 29th
Free Brunch - 9:00 a.m.
Sale Starts -11:00 a.m.
Catalogs Now Available
Supplementary Entries Being Accepted
For More Information Contact: 
Richard Hartley Tel. 207-945-9375 
Marilyn Branagan Tel. 207-946-5628 
Bert Fernald Tel. 207-782-4927 
Don Marean Tel. 207-727-5527
We Make The 
Difference!”
I
l A w y t B  
M w m s
m u m
Jackie Brown
Phone (305)979-8129
2208 Cypress Bend Dr. South 
Building 3, Apt. 106 
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Mass. Harness Owners Organize
The S.O.M.Inc. (Standardbred Owners Of 
Massachusetts Inc.) met recently and elected 
the following to their Executive Board: Bob 
Shumway, Chairman - Jeff Brudnick, Vice 
Chairman - Marsha Sugarman, Sec./Treas. - 
Fran Guitarini, Executive Director. Other 
Directors include: Ival Cianchette, Tom 
Gonvalves, Roger Slobody, Joe Farrington 
with alternates David Baker and John Kemp.
This experienced and well organized group 
of owners and breeders have been recognized 
by the Massachusetts Racing Commission, as 
the representative association for Mass. Stan­
dardbred Breeders.
It is the intention of the S.O.M. to re­
institute the former the former Mass Sire 
Stakes program back to 1983, when the foals 
that year were disadvantaged by the closing of 
Foxboro Raceway. The program being planned 
for Mass-breds will include this retroactive 
group with consideration given to all divi­
sions; trotters and pacers, fillies and colts. 
Don't underestimate your aged Mass-breds, if 
they can qualify there will be Stakes condi­
tions for them....thru age eight (foals of 1984) 
as long as the stallion was registered in Mas  ^
at the time of breeding. This program also"' 
extends to two year olds of 1992. Horsemen 
note...these Mass-breds could be your admis­
sion ticket to race at Foxboro Park this fall.
An Editorial
The Sage that once philosophised "that 
from turmoil comes progress" was probable 
looking over his shoulder at the harness racing 
scene in New England".
In 1986, the Mass, racing community was 
devastated by the closing of Foxboro Race­
way. Horsemen relocated reluctantly, trying 
desperately to stay alive in an occupation that 
could only be termed as hazardous, at best.
At this same time the Maine scene, to the 
North, directly benefited by the migration of 
some of the best stables and racing stock to 
cross its borders in decades.
All too soon, however, the direction 
changed, due, undoubtedly, to the low purses 
in Maine. The best of these prodigals relo­
cated to tracks such as; The Meadows, Pom­
pano Park, Saratoga, Monticello etc.
In the past few years there has been very 
little opportunity to race quality stock in New
England.Now it appears that we have come 
full circle. When we need it most, Foxboro 
Park will open on Sept. 18th, once again 
allowing the investment in quality stock for 
that most important segiment of the racing 
community...good owners!
I firmly believe that Foxboro Park will not 
detract from their neighbors to the North, they 
will enhance.From the major extended meets 
to the weekly fairs, there will be something for 
everyone. A positive approach gives one the 
opportunity to develop a healthy broad base. 
An inter-change of racing stock can work to 
the advantage of all concemed.The electronic 
age cannot be disregarded, we must encom­
pass it in our plans.The only constant is change.
Let's hope that in this time of trial and 
tribulation, proper leadership will emerge in 
time to rescue this sport/industry that we all 
view with deep affection.
Horse Virus Scare Lessens
BY JEAN EMERSON
Joe Ricci was undoubtedly correct in stat- cease operation after thirty days of their sev- 
ing, "This is not the AIDS of horses." With enty five day meet.This will have no effect on 
hind sight, it does seem to have been blown the opening of the Standardbred meet on Sept, 
somewhat out of proportion. At the present 18th. They must open for harness, or risk 
time the EVA type virus that temporarily shut losing their license.This past week Rocking- 
down Rockingham Park, Suffolk Downs and ham Park lifted the quarantine, and it is ex- 
devastated Foxboro's thoroughbred meet is pected that Suffolk Downs and Foxboro will 
subsiding.Tufts Vet School in Grafton, Mass, soon follow. Once the thoroughbreds are out, 
listed symptoms as; low grade fever, swelling Foxboro can begin to make preparations for 
oflowerextremities and a tendency to founder, their harness meet. It is also expected that the 
To date the Standardbred population has not embargo on shipping horses to other states 
been affected. Due to the shortage of horses, outside New England, will soon be lifted, 
the Massachusetts Racing Commission has How fortunate we are that this was not a full- 
allowed the Foxboro thoroughbred meet to blown epidemic.
Scarborough Downs owner, Joe Ricd, requests additional dates Sept. 16 thru O ct.ll 
"to maintain the continuity of racing in Maine" at the recent Commission meeting.
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MASSACHUSETTS SIRE STAKES
• • ATTENTION • •
If you have a horse sired by any one of the following stallions that was bred 
in Massachusetts during the years 1983 - 1991 (Foals of 1984 to 1992) you are 
eligible for hundreds of thousands of dollars in Massachusetts Sire Stakes money!
STALLIONS
American Shadow 
Aramac Dene 
Armbro Astro 
Armbro Lightning 
Atomic Chuck 
Awesom Wonder 
Beau Chance 
Better Drummond 
Big Power 
Boardwalk Elgin 
Bonnie Time Boy 
Bo Scot's Blue 
Brazil
Bret’s Champ 
Broadway Premier 
Buttonwood Odin 
Cadwallender 
Cavalcade 
Captain Henry 
Char o's Skipper 
Chipper Skipper 
Cindy's Band 
Clever Truax 
Command Performer 
Copter Lobell 
Cory
Cuckoo Clock 
Currituck Vernon 
Damon Bob 
David's Boy chick 
Dear Star 
Del Almahurst 
Derringer Hanover 
Direct Approach 
Drill Instructor 
Dummerston
E.D. Bret 
Egyptian Ace 
Fancy Star 
Farm Super 
Fire Creek 
Fortune Donut 
Freedom Bret 
Frontier Knight 
Fulla Chase 
Giacomo
Good Knight Star
Guv
Happy Chap 
Happy Jaunt 
Happy Jeffrey 
Heggie's Rhett 
High Hope Rick 
Highland Piper 
Highly Treasured 
Howard Lobell 
H. Pic Up 
Irish Sea 
Jiminy Hanover 
Johnny Whit 
Jovial Fella 
J.P. Butler
J. S. Skipper 
Kar Hanover
K. C. Three 
Keystone Ardmore 
Keystone Winner 
Kilalie Star 
Kiley M or aka 
Last Butler
Lindy's Pride 
Lord Alex 
Lord Daniel 
Lord Tar Heel 
Magic Mirror Man 
Majestic Yankee 
Mark B. Time 
Massasoit 
Maxie Hanover 
Mighty Battle 
Miles End Steve 
Money Supply 
Morning Breeze 
Most Happy Harvey 
Mountain Skipper 
Mozart Hanover 
Mr. Rebel 
Muggo's Fella 
My Lord Roger 
Nehru 
Nero's B.B.
Nevele Leader 
Nevele Thunder 
Nordic Almahurst 
Olympic Torch 
Outer Sea 
Overland Hanover 
Phantom Racer 
Polished Armor 
Pomp 
Pop Star 
Queen's Knight 
Rebel Bret 
Robby Hanover 
Rockville William 
Romalong
Please Contact:
Roman Key 
Royal Prince 
Rugged Prize 
Sand Monarch 
Scotch Time Abbe 
Silent Skipper 
Silver Bullet 
Skipper's Call 
Slade
Sleepy Sam 
Slippery When Wet 
Songsation 
Speed Ayre 
Speed High 
Star Passer 
Star Point Dream 
Steady Bullet 
Sterling Crown 
Stoney Way 
Supreme 
Sure Show 
Surfer Scott 
Swift Andy 
Teddy Lobell 
The Red Colt 
T.N.T's Bambino 
Travis Lobell 
Trident Almahurst 
Tropical Reef 
UFO Yolita 
Uh Oh
Wades County 
White Plains 
White Richelieu 
Wicked Willie 
Wilrose Lobell
Lasting Pleasure 
Lazer Lobell
For Nomination Blanks
Standardbred Owners Of Massachusetts, Inc. 
183 Orient St. • Worcester, Mass. 01604
FRANCIS GUITARINI, Executive Director • Tel. 508-831-0603
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Profile: Grant D.Myhre, DVM
Dr. Grant D. Myhre soared in style to the parasites, 
recent AAEP Board Meeting in Lexington, As a member of AAEP, Myhre has served 
Ky. Dr. Myhre reports that he encountered on several committees. "I feel being involved 
only mildly bad weather on his flight to the in AAEP is a fulfillment of responsibilities to 
meeting. He enjoys flying airplanes and seized equine practice, equine surgery and medicine 
the opportunity to travel at his own risk. and this makes you a better person," he states.
Myhre serves as a representative for Dis- He would like to see the AAEP continue its
trict I on the Board of Directors. He has been move towards becoming more practitioner, 
a member of the AAEP since 1974 and has serving, as this would benefit all members, 
been on the Board of Directors for six years. Other organizations Dr. Myhre is involved
He enjoys the fellowship and education the in include the American Veterinary Medical 
AAEP offers him as an Equine Practitioner. Association, the Minnesota Veterinary Medi- 
Residing in Union, New Hampshire, Dr. cal Association and the New Hampshire 
Myhre serves as hospital director, owner and Medical Association, 
senior surgeon at the Rochester Equine Clinic. Besides flying, he also enjoys boating and
He graduated from the University of Minne- traveling. He is very family oriented and eh- 
sota College of Veterinary Medicine and is joys coaching Little League baseball and 
licensed to practice in Minnesota, Colorado, basketball. He is very proud of the newest 
New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Maine, member of his family, fifteen month old 
Dr. Myhre also serves as an adjunct pro- Michael, who joins Christopher and Jonathan, 
fessor at the University of New Hampshire’s as well as wife, Miranda.
Department of Veterinary Sciences, where he American Association of Equine
has taught courses on equine diseases and Practitioners Report July 1992
International Trotting Sale Results
The Meadowlands July 31,1992
YEARLINGS
(New England Sales &  Purchases Only)
MARTY PLUMSTEI) b.c. 3/22 (Meadow Road - Sugar Plumsted) $30,000. 
Bottom Dollar Stable, Deerfield, Mass.
MALHANA LUKE, b.c. 4/2 (Meadow Road - Taliara Lobell) $5,000.
Wendi Goldberg, New York, N.Y.
MALHANA MICKEY b.c. 4/J2 (Flak Bait - Wee Janel) $10,000.
Ted Richter, Stewart Manor, N.Y.
CRUISE LOBELL br. c. 2/1 (Speedy Crown - Witsend's Love) $45,f
Bottom Dollar Stable, Deerfield, Mass.
MALHANA RAGNAR b.c. 5/24 (Valley Victory - Yankee Romance) $17,000.
Valley High Stable, Freehold, N.J.
LYDIA PINKHAM br.f. 1/23 (Flak Bait - Foxy Newport) $6,700.
G. Story, Hudson Falls, N.Y.
SUCH ARE PROMISES b.f. 5/3 (Flak Bait - Nirvana Hanover) $8,500.
Irving Levit, Columbus, N.J.
BROODMARES
MADELEINE D. b.m. 1987 (Meadow Road - Colette D.) $2,200.
M arsha Sugarman, Brookline, Mass.
HORSES OF RACING AGE
CORLEONE b.h.1988 (Speedy Crown - Dem Bones) $39,000.
Lindy Farms, Somers, Ct.
The Rochester Equine Clinic Sponsors... 
The Fifth Annual Continuing 
Education Symposium For
Farriers And Veterinarians
October 28,1992 
This Year’s Speaker Will Be...
OLIN BALCH, DVM
Department of Veterinary Anatomy 
Western College of Veterinary Medicine 
University of Saskatchewan
Dr. Olin Balch,who is an accomplished farrier and 
veterinarian, will present information on his research 
performed at Washington State University and the 
University of Saskatchewan.
The afternoon session will include demonstrations 
of several new products available for use by 
farriers and veteranians.
Symposium Fee: $55.00 before Oct. 1,1992 
$65.00 thereafter
A luncheon buffet will be provided and a market place 
for representatives of the farrier industry will be present
Registration will be accepted by mail or phone to the Rochester 
Equine Clinic, Ten Rod Road, P.O.Box 2071, Rochester,N.H.03867
Tel. 603-332-6482
ATTENTION:
CO NSIG NO RS
♦
SUNY
Morrisville College
is seeking yearlings for ou r
September 20,1992
FALL YEARLING SALE
Call Bill Maddison or Larry Lanterman: 
(315) 684-6297 or (315) 684-6083
We currently have a fin e  selection o f New York-bred, yearlings 
from the following stallions: Nero, Praised Dignity, Niles 
Hanover, Brand New Fella, Trim The Tree, Flak Bait, Sunset 
Warrior, Barberry Spur, Curragh, Swaps, Forest Hanover, 
Apaches Circle, J J ’s Biltmore, Secret Service, and Samson.
♦
S U N Y
MORRISVILLE
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r a l j u r s i
owns a 
Standardbred Tramin 
Facility that is ... 
p a r fo r the course!
"Hever mind the facts of life! Learn all 
you can about the myths of life."
The Pinehurst myth is that Pinehurst is the Golf Capital of the World. 
PERIOD. The fact is that it is outstanding for other things, too. Pinehurst Village 
soaks with charm, tennis, shopping and it is "horse country".
There is a fabulous Standardbred Training Facility here which is now owned 
and operated by the Village of Pinehurst. It's been here since 1916. That's no myth. 
That’s a fact!
The Village ownership underwrites it's healthy future. And it's quality. 
(Stables are 100 yards from golf course # 1). We have over 300 stalls for rent @ $550  
each for the season. That's no myth, either!
Write or call for information: Pinehurst Harness Tracis
Marcia Emerson, Director of Development 
Post Office Box 1793 
Pinehurst, North Carolina 28374  
(919) 295-4446 or 1-800-433-TROT
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Pompano Extended Meet
On Saturday, July 25th, Pompano Harness 
completed its 1991-92 harness meet, after its 
first ever extention into the summer months. 
The results of this extended meet, combining 
on track and simulcasting, were excellent.
th e  total handle for Pompano’s 178 nights 
of racing topped $83.4million, $25million 
more than the $58.1million handled for the 
1990-91 meet. The additional summer racing 
dates from May 9 through July 25, generated 
$12.3million in handle.
The average nightly handle for the race 
dates conducted from May 9 through July 25 
was $363,248. The average nightly handle for 
the entire meet was $468,92. compared to last 
year’s average nightly handle of $421,151. 
However, last year’s average daily handle was 
withouJ.the benefit of an extensive simulcast­
ing network which was in place for the 1991- 
92 meet. Average daily handle generated via 
the regular on-line simulcast tracks was slightly 
more than $ 113,000. a figure which held steady 
throughout the summer dates.
Total attendance for the 178 nights of rac-
BY JOE HARTMANN
ing was 618,814, up from 460,981 for the
1990- 91 meet. Attendance for the summer 
dates averaged 2,577.
Pompano Harness has already announced 
that it will race through the summer in 1993.
As for the standings, Bruce Ranger scored 
42 victories to Gary McQuaid's 38, to lead all 
summer meet drivers.
Despite the three month summer extension 
all of the seasonal championships for the
1991- 92 season were based on the entire 178 
day meet. While Bruce Ranger's strong sum­
mer showing pushed him past Joe Pavia and 
Wally Hennessey into second place, Peter 
Wrenn's 191 victories tallied through the end 
of April were still the best in dash victories.
The Gordon Norris Stable, which has been 
the leading dash-winning stable for the past 
five years, continued its domination with 119 
training victories. Joe Pavia's .321 driving 
percentage and Doug Miller's .373 training 
percentage led their respective categories.
Pompano will re-open on October 9th.Plan 
now for the Breeders Crown on October 23rd!
On The National Scene
BY JEAN EMERSON
This year there seems to be more New 
Englanders with quality stock racing on the 
national scene, than ever before. I will report 
on a few of them in this issue. Remember, if 
you have promising young stock racing in the 
major stakes please give me a call or drop a 
line so I can keep in touch with their doings.
Vem Devine, owner of the talented D.D.'s 
Copter, called recently to report that the filly 
raced in the Open Trot at Saratoga, winning 
handily in 2:00.2. She goes on to compete in 
the $100,000. Arden Downs Stake at the 
Meadows on August 14th and from there to 
the American National on August 27th.
I saw on the simulcast at Scarborough 
Downs that Annette Royden’s, Malhana Gindin 
won the Townsend Ackerman Trot at the 
Meadowlands in 1:59 for Ron Waples on July 
31st. Royden, of Newfane,Vt., has been breed­
ing and purchasing top trotting stock for the 
past few years. Her trainer, Ivan Amos, as­
sisted by wife, Janet (McCarthy) is one of the 
best trotting men around.
Harvey Gold called one day to extend an 
invite to his farm in Marlborough, Conn. He 
started at the beginning building a facility and 
purchasing top stock, and is presently reaping 
some of the rewards.His Direct Scooter colt, 
Ruff Hewn,won in 1:53.4 recently at the 
Meadowlands. He also has Star Ferry, a 1:55 
pacer by Sonsam, who has over $100,000. in 
earnings. Jack Adkins does the training.
Dr. Jim Binette, of Biddeford, Me. reports 
that his two year old Big Towner colt, Hazard 
Hanover, won a division of the Reynolds in 
1:55.4 on July 25th, a fifth of a second off the 
track record at Pocono.He will be racing at the 
Meadowlands this weekend, then on to the 
$100,000. Arden Downs Stake. His three year 
old Big Towner, Keystone Shane, who won 
the Cherry Blossom at Pocono recently in 
1:55.2, has had a set back and is presently at 
the Vet Clinic. Poly Mallar drives and trains
Remember, try to keep me updated on your 
stock on the National sceneat the end of each 
month, before I go to press. Ye Ed.
Patrons Please Note!
If you love harness racing, have some 
talent on the computer and are willing to 
work with dedication....I am interested in 
a partner! It is of importance to be located 
in southern New England. Am willing to 
consider creative financing. It would be 
very helpful to have some experience with 
horses and a business background. 
Contact: Jean Emerson Tel. 207-282-9295
New Englanders At
Pomnano's Summer Meet
Maine's, Bruce Ranger, top summer meet driver, with Tiger B. owned by wife, Lisaj
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This Year - Make
POMPANO HARNESS
Your Year-Round 
Racing Address
178 nights of championship action
10 months of racing
Oct. 9, 1992-July 31, 1993
Stall Applications 
Close Aug. 31
Early & Late Closing Events 
For 2YOs, 3YOs and older horses.
For applications & more information
contact Pompano Harness
1800 S.W. 3rd St., Pompano Beach, FL 33069
305-972-2000
Berry Was "The Best"
BY BOB LOWELL
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It's a classic hypothetical question...could 
the best of the horsemen fifty years ago com­
pete with today's harness stars?We decided to 
profile the famous Tom Berry, so we talked 
with one of today's top trainers, HarryHarvey, 
about his former mentor.
Berry had a rare talent, according to Har­
vey, who commenced working for the famous 
horseman in 1947.
A British-born immortal, Berry came to 
America before the turn of the century, with 
his fattier and two sisters. His dad had oper­
ated a livery stable in England and Tom soon 
discovered his own ability with the horses.
Early in his career he migrated from the 
Boston area to New Jersey, where he hung out 
his shingle as a trainer in Flemington.
Berry’s career catapulted to stardom in the 
1920's when he succeeded the legendary Tom 
Murphy as trainer/driver of the world cham­
pion, Peter Manning.
In the 1930's, Berry became the proverbial 
household word in racing when he handled 
the top stars as contract trainer and driver for 
the renowned Hanover Shoe Farm. He devel­
oped and raced the three famous trotting sis­
ters; Hanover's Bertha 1:59.1, Miss Bertha 
Hanover and Chaiiotte Hanover 1:59.1.
Berry probably put more two minute rec­
ords on horses than any man of his era. He was 
able to combine his skills as a trainer and as a 
driver. As a trainer, his stock was well pre­
pared and Harvey cites, "He would train until 
they were half -past ready."
But in all fairness, Berry didn't have the 
gifted material that today's horsemen enjoy. 
Harvey explains, "The breed wasn't as dis­
tilled, but they were a little tougher."
When the Grand Circuit, "the Roarin 
Grand" as it was known, came to Old Orchard 
Beach, Mrs. William Berry, Tom's daughter- 
in-law, would often entertain Berry and his 
friends at their farm in Richmond, Me.
Berry drove two Hambletonian winners, 
Hanover's Bertha in 1930 and Chesteitown in 
1946. He also reined Volstadt, who was owned 
by W.N.Reynolds to victory in the Hambo
AN IMPORTANT 
MESSAGE FOR ALL 
HORSEMEN
We need your help. Your tax-de­
ductible contribution to the Univer­
sity of Kentucky Equine Research 
Foundation will give the Gluck 
Equine Research Center the ability 
to continue our ongoing research, 
purchase much needed equipment, 
provide support to graduate students, 
and bring in more of the best re­
search professors we can find. Your 
gift will go toward helping us in the 
fight to keep your horses and the 
entire equine industry healthy today and tomorrow'.
For further information about 
supporting equine research at the 
Gluck Equine Research Center, or 
to make a donation, call (606) 257- 
1308 or write to the address below'.
U niversity  o f K entucky 
E quine R esearch  
F o u n d a tio n  
122 Scovell Hall,
Lexington, KY 40546-0064 
Ph. (606) 257-1308 
Fax (606) 258-1064
preview at the Kite track, but he colt wasn't 
eligible to the classic.
In 1953, Berry had a top contender in 
Kimberly Kid. But Harvey had left Berry's 
employ to go with Del Miller, as he had the 
driving assignment on Helicopter. He 
remembers,"I didn’t get to go by Berry very 
often." However, that day he did, and Berry 
was gracious in defeat.
Harvey comments on Berry's driving,"He 
rarely hit a horse,and had the same whip wherf 
I left that he’d had five years earlier."
Berry had Kimberly Kid for the Allwood 
Stable, which was later trained by Ned Bower, 
who once told us that, "Berry was colorful, a 
fearless competitor and a detail man."
According to Harvey, Berry operated a 
very neat stable and was impeccable himself. 
When Berry arrived at the bam in the morn­
ing, Harvey states,"He would be dressed in a 
tailor-made suit and wearing a tie." Harvey 
continues,"He was very punctual and arrived 
every morning at 7:20 on the money." He was 
perhaps tough to work for, but Harvey com­
ments, "I got along with him, although he 
didn't hand out too many accolades."
Berry's grandson Bill told us a few years 
ago,"Tom was a perfectionist, who turned a 
tack trunk upside down if it was improperly 
organized." But he praised his grandfather, 
"He sure could get a lot out of a horse."
Over the years Berry’s owners included the 
Larkins of Poplar Hill Farm who had Poplar 
Byrd, Bowman Brown of Harness Horse 
magazine who had Carty Nagel and Paul 
Bowser who founded Foxboro Raceway ynd 
owned Tara. This is the trotting filly that 
handed Greyhound a defeat in 1936. If any 
doubted Berry could do the impossible, they 
must have been converts after that.
Although he has been gone thirty years, 
Harvey ranks Berry right there with John 
Campbell and Jack Moiseyev, and sums it up, 
"Berry was always in a good position,and just 
an excellent driver.. .a high class man from the 
old school." Perhaps we should reverse the
question, could youth today compete then? 
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KATIE BAR THE DOOR set a new track record for aged mares on Sunday, 
Aug. 2nd of 1:58.1 capably driven by Wally Watson for owner. Gail Rollins.
Scarborough Sundays
Tahoe Lobell, a perennial candidate for 
Top Pacer honors at Scarborough Downs in 
past seasons, returned to form on Sunday, 
August 2nd, with a swift 1:57.1 trip for driver, 
Wally Watson. The eight year old son of 
Icarus Lobell was gaining his first win of the 
year at Scarborough, while posting a new 
lifetime mark for owner Gail Rollins of Geor­
getown, Massachusetts.
A swift mile was in the offing, following 
the early speed show by Lively Power, who 
took the Open Pacers through early panels of 
29.1 and 58.4. Watson had Tahoe Lobell out 
and moving past that half-mile marker, going 
head to head with the early leader off three- 
quarters in 1:28. The duo gained command 
along the far turn, with Autobot, and then 
Sinamon Skip, mounting late charges during 
the final eighth. The top three finishers were 
separated by a pair of "noses" in the frantic 
photo-finish mile. The remaining order of 
finish included GaryMcConnell .Lively Power, 
Possessive Nature and Doctor Marie.
The Top Trot of the week, also on Sunday, 
saw Joe DiStefano's veteran seven year old 
Speedcaster, grab the raceway out of the gate, 
and never look back, for a mile in 2:02.1. The
BY LLOYD F. JOHNSON
fractions in the mile were 30.1 - 1:00.4 and 
1:31.1, with John DiStefano driving in the 
$ 1,500. event. When To Win, last weeks Open 
winner finished second, coming from far back 
after the half, with Simply Valiant,(off stride 
early) Jericho, JoJo's Playmaker, Hy Tymes 
Lobelia and Plain Smart rounding out the 
finishers. The mile was just shy of the season's 
fastest trot, a 2:01.3 trip by Young Victory.
Driver Wally Watson was a "double-driv­
ing" victor on Sunday, capturing the Fillies 
and Mares feature also with the Rollin's- 
owned, Katie Bar The Door. This hard-hitting 
daughter of Big Power was on the engine and 
alongside the leaders off a half in 1:00 flat, and 
actually never cleared the field until they 
turned for home. Katie was a scant head better 
than Vanessa Lake in a great driving battle 
with the final panel stepped in 28.2 in the new 
track record time of 1:58.1 for aged mares. 
Rounding out the field in order of finish were 
Love That Camfilly, Slapstick Pattie, Blue J 
And J, Dancing Sharlu and Our Skyline.
The Downs 1992 meet continues through 
December 16th, with the weekly racing activ­
ity on Wed. Thurs. Fri. and Sat. nights, plus 
the popular Sunday afternoon programs.
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Prominent horsemen racing at Old Orchard Beach, get together at the Berry's home in Richmond, Maine.
(1 to r) Bill Berry Jr., Sep Palin, Ben White, Dick McMann, Tom Berry, Vic Fleming, Bill Berry Sr. and Gib White.
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Maine Breeders Stakes Charts - Scarborough Downs
RACE 13 TROT 2 Bambi’sBIast 2 3 1° 2 ° 2 i i 3112:063 -  NB R. Goodblood Jr
1 MILE 2 YR STK 4 Tina'sSuprise 4 1 2 1 1 2 1 313 2:06 4 NB D. Gray
5 Knotch-Hill-Russ 5 4 4 4° 4 3?4 334 2:117 NB E. Davis.Jr
3 Songo 3 2 3 3 3 4 3412:113 NB T. Wing
1 Brenda’sComet 1 x5x 6 x° 6 ° 6 5*9 2:167 NB D. Richards
6  LSCharmer 6 6 5 5 5 650 2:163 NB G. Chamberlin
7 LindonsPamola x7 7 7 7 7 7 8 ? 2:25 NB F. Parker
RACE 14 TROT 5 GaelicRaphael 5 1 1 1 1 1?7 3112 :073 NB N. Reynolds
1 MILE 2 YR STK 3 Gm'sPaige 3 2 2 2 2 2 ?? 343 2:13 NB J.Apperti Jr
7 Gamble'sAltonla 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 2:147 NB G. Bowden
6 HanbroShauna 6 5 4 4 4 4 3 6 2:144 NB N.H. Murray
1 Brady'sBrandy lx 6 6 ° 5 5 5 3 7J 2:15 NB R. Goodblood Jr
2 Knotch-HIII-Bob x2 7 7 7° 7 0 4 6 2:164 NB A. Miles
4 LSLadyLuck 4 4 5 6 6 749 2:177 NB G. Chamberlin
RACE 2 PACE 3 FlashAtom 3 1 1 1 i 1 ? 301 2:044 1 . 0 0 W. Colby
^ f lL E 2YR STK 5 Bryan Russell 5 3 4 4 3 2 ? 30 2 :0 5 ‘ 30.90 L. Perkins
H B E  $2791 1 JPFour 1 2 2 2 2 3 7 5 307 2:05 ' 14.20 M. Graffam
2 RaceMeG-Wilikers 2 4 3° 3° 4 4 ; 3112:061 14.90 D.W. Childs
4 Pamie’sWarrior 4 5 6 5° 5 5 1 ? 314 2:071 25.80 W. Watson
6 Johnathan 6 6 5x° 6 x °°  6 6 15 ? 3212:074 *.9 0 M. Mosher
8 Denny'sPride 7 7 7x 7 7 7 ?5 417 2:20 28.80 G.Bowden
7 Lance Corporal-Scratched
RACE 6 PACE 1 MdpPace 1 1 1 1 1 1 ? 317 2:057 3.20 V. Grondin
1 MILE 2YR STK 9 WinsongTiffany 9 2 3 i3 2 2 ? 317 2:054 3.80 R. Bickmore
PURSE $3329 2 Tookie 2 x6 6 6 6 3 1 1 307 2:073 * 2 . 0 0 D. Nye
4 MrsFlo 4 i4 2 ° 2 ° 3 41? 333 2:074 3.50 K. Switzer
3 Hide-A-Wayltalia 3 5 5 5 5 5 3142:08 18.50 E. Davis.Jr
6 SaguaroRose 5 3 4 4 4 614 324 2 :08 ' 8.70 D. Watson
8  WCFanny 6 x7 7 7 7 7 4 5 2:147 1 1 . 9 0 G. Brennan
7 Hackensack-Scratched
5 Kaw Kawlin Candy- Scratched
RACE 8 PACE 1 I’mConvinced 1 2 3: 2 ° 2 \M 327 2:067 * 1 . 1 0 D. Richards
1 MILE 2YR STK 4 LindonsGirlie 4 4 1 1 1 2hd 337 2:067 11.50 D. Gray
PURSE $3204 2 Cams Babe 2 5 4 4 4 3  7 1 314 2:064 28.40 R. Goodblood Jr
8 GaelicGinger 7 1 2 3 3 46 333 2:073 1.90 R. Bickmore
3 WildWeeLily 3 3 5 5 5 5 1 1 ? 323 2:083 4.10 G. Brennan
7 Kylie’sStar 6 7 7 6 x6 677 37 2:13< 61.90 D. Nye
6 SterlingLucy 5 6 x6 x° 7 7 7be 4 9 2 : 1 6 1 10.80 M. Mosher
5 Flying Image-Scratched
RACE 13 PACE 2 Madawaska 2 1 1 1 1 1 ? 293 2:034 NB K. Switzer
1 MILE 2YR STK 7 Percy'sEscort 7 2 ° 2 2 2 23 29?2:034 NB E. Davis.Jr
3 Grec'sKnightHawk 3 3 3 3 3 3 9 ? 303 2:053 NB D.W. Childs
5 RajenSquareface 5 6 6 6 ° 5 4 1 7 303 2:061 NB D . Richards
4 PenneysAttraction 4 5 5 4° 4 5 1 4 313 2:063 NB C. Smith
1 Patty's Boy 1 4 4 5 6 6 19 J 31 '2 :06 4 NB D. Nye
6 FiaceMeRomeo 6x 7 7 7 7 7 71 i 31? 2:08 NB G.Bowden
v X -X v X * X ,X O X vX *X *X ,X % vX ,X v X \ v X X X v X v X v v X v X X v X v X v X v X * X
JOONYA Steve Mancine
RACE 11 PACE 4 Joonya 4 4° 1° 1 1 1? 304 2:01 * .5 0 S. Mancine
1 MILE 2YR STK 1 ShoelessBo 1 1 2 2 2 2? 304 2:01? 2.00 J. Mosher
PURSE $2791 8 RaceMeGHossafat 7 3 5 4° 3 3 10* 3112:03 9.90 E. Davis,Jr
5 BranchbrookToby 5 5 4° 3 4 4?5* 34? 2:06 8.90 G. Bowden
6 AkrHummer x6 6 6 6 6 5?*3 324 2:06? 29.40 G. Kilgore Jr
2 BetTheFarm 2 2 3 5 5 630 343 2:07 46.50 J. Tomaso
3 WindsorSkipper x3x 7 7 7 7 7 91 2:19>147.60 G. Brennan
7 My Bill Bogie-Scratched
"xv?vx»:vx-!vx-xv
Sulky Championship Update New England Sulky Championship
BY BOB FERLAND, EXEC. SEC.
A meeting of the Sulky Championship was 
held at the home of the Executive Director,
Bob Ferland, on Monday, June 29th.
The slate of officers for 1992 are as follows 
President, Dana Childs (Me) Vice President,
Francis Guitarini (Mass), Directors: Don 
Marean (Me), John Kunkel (Mass), Wallace 
Tefft (N.H.) William Faucher (N.H.) William 
Kalanges (Vt) Dr. Ralph Buck (Vt) Alternates 
Jeanne Ferland (N.H.) and Ed Stone (Vt).
This year's Championship will go for a 
guaranteed $5,000 each division. These races 
will be conducted at Scarborough Downs or 
Foxboro Park. We will be looking for added 
monies at either track and will decide where 
the event is to be held according to this money.
The New England Sulky Championship 
could again be a top program with the re­
opening of Foxboro and the possibility of
Three Year Old Eligibles 1992
COLT PACERS FILLY PACERS TROTTERS
Bobby T Delsey Brenda's Ben
Jim's Trusty Guy Diamond Syl D.D.'s Copter
Lindon's Abbot Gaelic Amber Devious Lass
Mighty Bill M.S.Hope H.B.McKinney
My Bill Branagan Orono Hurry Ball
Night Sail Race Me Melody Lindon's Jolt
Peanut Avenger Right On The Money Long Hill Paule
R.C. Whispersmoney Surfine Missy New England Grit
Race Me B.G. Teresa's Dream L.S.Sharpy
Race Me GMajor Toby Race Me Genius
Race Me Marble Trusty R.Dina Sharp To Touch
Storm Surge Wendy's Wish Spring's Delight
Swanzey Val 
Trigger
If there is a Sire Stakes Program in your State, you have to race to
accumulate points. Beginning with the 1993 season this will no longer be required.
For information contact: Bob Ferland, Box 799, Berwick, Me. 03901
another standardbred track opening in Mass, 
in addition to the Maine track.
As the director of this program, I suggest 
that the farms who have nominated their stal­
lions to this Championship, make the owners 
of the mares aware of the nominations and 
make it part of the contract when the mare is 
bred. This would be much easier for everyone 
concerned.
With the re-opening of Mass, breeding the 
Sulky Championship could be the biggest 
event in New England. We must have the co­
operation of the breeding farms if this is to 
materialize.
If anyone knows of any unlisted stallions 
standing in a New England state (Me - Vt - Ma 
- R.I.- Ct - N.H.) please notify me. We need as 
many stallions as possible to make this pro­
gram successful.
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPS
Mare Registration Due September 15th Fee $15.
f
* Requirements: Mare must be registered the year of breeding, to a registered N.E.S.C. stallion.
Mares Name: Stallion Bred To: Standing: (State)
1 . _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________________________
3.______________________________________________________________________________________________
Owner - Address - Phone
Make checks payable to: N.E.S.C.
% Bob Ferland, Box 799, Berwick, Me. 03901 ____________________________
New England's Premier Sporting & Dining Venue
IFOXIBOE© FAMK
Featuring Common Pool Simulcast Wagering
Free Admission & Free Parking 
Route 1, Foxboro, Massachusetts Tel. 508-543-3800
THOROUGHBRED...
Saratoga:
Wednesday/Monday 
Post Time: 1:00 p.m.
Del Mar:
Wednesday/Monday 
Post Time: 5:00 p.m.
Atlantic City:
T uesday/Saturday 
Post Time: 7:25 p.m.
HARNESS...
The Meadowlands:
T uesday/Saturday 
Post Time: 7:30 p.m. 
Yonkers: Nightly
Post Time: 8:00 p.m. 
(Sunday, 6:15 p.m.) 
Freehold: Coming 
August 14th
